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Interview Tips

You should prepare carefully for each interview you have. Much of confidence comes from being prepared, and when you feel confident about an interview, you’ll perform well.


Before the Interview

Research
Research the employer - use the Internet or local library to do this. Examine the company web site or read their press releases. If they’re local, ask an employee for advice.

Research the job - find out what skills, attributes and knowledge the employers are likely to be looking for and check out how you measure up.

Research yourself - find out how this job fits into your career plan and discover why you want it. It’s important to know your strengths and weaknesses. Know what you have to offer that’s unique. You should prepare possible answers to problem areas in your record - have explanations for poor exam results, a gap in dates or a change in direction. 

Question Preparation

Prepare answers
Prepare answers to possible question areas and have examples and data to back them up where you can.  For example, if they ask you to talk about time when you persisted in something despite facing difficulties, you should have a specific answer such as ‘My class were organising an event for charity and had problems with setting it up. But I made sure we had a plan B and sorted it out. We raised £3,000.’ 

Question areas are likely to be
·	skills and abilities
·	future aspirations, goals and objectives
·	personality factors such as motivation and temperament
·	fit with the job e.g. knowledge of company, flexibility to travel, work shifts
·	past experience, academic, extra-curricular and work including results and achievements
·	situational and hypothetical questions to see what you have done/would do in certain circumstances

Practice answers
Practise possible answers aloud because they trip off the tongue more easily with practice. But don’t memorise answers - you’ll sound more convincing if you speak naturally.




Final Preparation

Trial run
Do at least one trial run with a trusted person and if you’ve not had an interview before, do at least three. You may be able to think on your feet but it’s best to save that for the unexpected and prepare for the likely.

What to wear
Dress appropriately.  Visit the workplace to see what people who work in positions like the one you’ve applied for wear and dress like that or better. Ensure that your chosen outfit is clean and ironed the day before your interview.

Final preparation 
Complete your preparation the day before the interview and get a good sleep the night before. 

On the day
Don’t get excited or distracted by little things or plan anything that might break your concentration.

Be well groomed and clean.

Make sure you leave enough time to get there allowing for the unexpected. Travel light with a minimum of baggage and arrive early.

Be yourself - that’s who they want to meet.




At the Interview 

Some do’s and don’ts!

DO
·	give a firm handshake and greet each interviewer in turn
·	establish rapport with the interviewers, remember, they’re often nervous too
·	smile confidently as appropriate
·	sit comfortably upright
·	listen carefully to the questions and ask for clarification if you aren’t sure what’s being asked
·	take your time and think about your answers
·	make eye contact with the person who asked the question, but don’t stare
·	use positive words
·	speak clearly
·	be positive and enthusiastic

DON’T
·	smoke, chew gum, tobacco or anything else
·	appear too casual
·	criticise anyone
·	lie, always be as honest as possible
·	ask about pay and conditions, there’s time for this if you’re being offered the job.
·	use uhs, you knows and slang

At the end of the interview

Keep any questions you have brief and relevant. There’s no point in asking about fringe benefits before you’re offered the job but you might like to know the main responsibilities of the post if they haven’t already made this clear.

Thank the interviewers. Smile again. Leave calmly





After the Interview

Make a note of the questions you were asked and an outline of the answers you gave. Could you have answered better; can you think of better examples for next time?

Review your performance during the interview. Did you fidget, smile, speak well? Did you establish rapport with the interviewers?

If you don’t get the job, don’t be afraid to ask for feedback to help you improve, most employers will happily do this.

Now you’ve got all the inside information on doing a great interview, have a go at our Virtual Interview and see if you get your dream job!


For more information please visit:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ni/education/gogetit

